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ABSTRACT
This study investigated plasma and brain disposition of quetia-
pine lipid core nanocapsules (QLNC) in naive and schizophrenic
(SCZ-like) rats and developed a semimechanisticmodel to describe
changes in both compartments following administration of the drug
in solution (FQ) or nanoencapsulated. QLNC (1 mg/ml) presented
1666 39 nm, low polydispersity, and high encapsulation (93.0%6
1.4%). A model was built using experimental data from total and
unbound plasma and unbound brain concentrations obtained
by microdialysis after administration of single intravenous
bolus dose of FQ or QLNC to naive and SCZ-like rats. A two-
compartment model was identifiable both in blood and in brain
with a bidirectional drug transport across the blood-brain
barrier (CLin and CLout). SCZ-like rats’ significant decrease in
brain exposure with FQ (decrease in CLin) was reverted by

QLNC, showing that nanocarriers govern quetiapine tissue
distribution. Model simulations allowed exploring the poten-
tial of LNC for brain delivery.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT
A population approach was used to simultaneously model total
and unbound plasma and unbound brain quetiapine concen-
trations allowing for quantification of the rate and extent of the
drug’s brain distribution following administration of both free
drug in solution or as nanoformulation to naive and SCZ-like rats.
The model-based approach is useful to better understand
the possibilities and limitations of this nanoformulation for drug
delivering to the brain, opening the opportunity to use this
approach to improve SCZ-treatment–limited response rates.

Introduction
The development of new effective therapies for central

nervous system (CNS) disorders is a huge challenge for the

pharmaceutical industry (Lindqvist et al., 2013). One impor-
tant obstacle is the blood-brain barrier (BBB) that significantly
limits the ability of therapeutic agents to reach efficacious
concentrations at target sites in CNS because of restricted
paracellular and transcellular transport (Carreño et al., 2016b).
The high variability in the response to treatment observed in
chronic schizophrenia (SCZ) may be partially related to BBB
dysfunction caused by the disease and consequent alterations on
antipsychotic drug transport to CNS (de Klerk et al., 2010).
Antipsychotic drugs are the mainstay of SCZ and schizoaf-

fective disorder pharmacological treatment, and quetiapine
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compartment; Vu,Brain, brain volume of distribution for unbound QTP.
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(QTP), a second-generation antipsychotic drug, has an atypical
profile against the positive, negative, and cognitive symptoms
of SCZ with a low propensity to induce extrapyramidal side
effects (Pira et al., 2004; Yamamura et al., 2009).
Assuming that limited drug delivery to CNS in patients

with schizophrenia could be associated with pharmacother-
apy resistance, we have developed QTP lipid core nano-
capsules (QLNC) aiming to improve drug targeting to the
brain (Carreño et al., 2015, 2016a). Indeed it has been
shown that nanoparticles are versatile platforms for mod-
ifying pharmacokinetic profile and pharmacological perfor-
mance of loaded drugs (Yuan et al., 2019) and have been
used as carriers for drug delivery to the brain (Carreño
et al., 2015, 2016b; Dimer et al., 2015; He et al., 2018).
In previous reports, we have shown that QLNC adminis-

tered intravenously to healthy rats significantly increased
total QTP brain exposure, determined in tissue homogenate,
in comparison with rats that received nonencapsulated drug
(Carreño et al., 2016b). It was also shown that LNC can carry
QTP across the BBB, avoiding influx transporters, instead of
altering the barrier permeability (Carreño et al., 2016a).
Those studies provided strong evidence that the developed

QLNC modulate QTP pharmacokinetics and transport across
the BBB, improving drug delivery to the brain. However, the
studies were conducted in naive animals, and the influence of
SCZ alterations on BBB was not addressed.
Using a neurodevelopmental model of SCZ obtained by

administering viral mimic polyinosinic–polycytidilic acid
[poly(i:c)] to pregnant rats, we showed that the administration
of QLNC, but not QTP, significantly improved the impaired
sensorimotor condition, indicating that LNC enhances QTP
antipsychotics effect (Carreño et al., 2020).
Understanding pharmacokinetics (PK) of drugs adminis-

tered in nanoparticles is challenging because just after dosing,
two forms of the active component cohabit, one still at the
nanoparticle either attached at the surface or inside the
particle, and the other already released from the nano-
device, each of them showing their own disposition proper-
ties. Not surprisingly, in most of the cases, PK results were
obtained from data that do not distinguish between released
and encapsulated drug concentrations. Only very few works
have attempted to describe the fate these type of pharma-
ceuticals form by developing mechanistic pharmacokinetic
models (Li et al., 2010, 2017; Gilkey et al., 2015; Lindqvist
et al., 2016).
The aim of the current investigation is to mechanistically

characterize QTP distribution to the brain in an animal model
of schizophrenia, providing understanding of the role of the
delivery system in CNS diseases in which brain drug dispo-
sition might be compromised. To achieve such an objective,
data consisting in unbound and total QTP (bound to protein,
encapsulated, and unbound), measured in plasma and brain
after single intravenous administration of QTP in solution
(FQ) or in nanocapsules (QLN) to either naive or SCZ-like
animals, were integrated to develop a population PK model.

Material and Methods
Chemicals and Reagents

Quetiapine hemifumarate (purity) $98.0% was kindly donated by
Pratti-Donaduzzi Medicamentos Genéricos (Brazil). Polyinosic-polycytidylic
acid sodium salt (P1530) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Brazil).

Polysorbate-80 (Tween 80) was purchased from Delaware Química
(Brazil). HPLCa-grade methanol and acetonitrile were obtained from
Merck (Brazil), and all other chemicals and reagents used were of
analytical grade. Artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACF) solution con-
sisted of NaCl 145 mM, KCl 2.7 mM, CaCl2 1.2 mM, andMgCl2 1 mM,
pH 6.2 (Carreño et al., 2016b).

Quetiapine Lipid Core Nanocapsule Preparation

QTP lipid-core nanocapsules (1 mg/ml) were obtained by nanopreci-
pitation of the preformed polymer as previously published (Carreño
et al., 2015). All batches used in this study (n = 5) were physicochem-
ically characterized and presented an average size of 166 6 39 nm,
low polydispersity index (,0.15), and high encapsulation efficiency
(93.0%61.4%), similar to thoseLNCdatapreviously published (Carreño
et al., 2015, 2016a,b).

A control formulation (FQ, 5mg/ml) was prepared by first dissolving
QTP in acetic acid (99%); then, saline 0.9% containing polysorbate 80
(78 mg/ml) was added, and the pH was adjusted to 6.5 6 0.5 using
NaOH (8 M).

Pharmacokinetic Study Design

Animals. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee in
Animal Use from the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul
(UFRGS/CEUA #31001). Male (300–350 g) and female (200–270 g,
nulliparous) Wistar breeders were obtained from the Central Animal
Facilities of the University’s Biochemistry Department (Porto Alegre,
Brazil) and housed (three per cage) in a controlled environment (226
2°C, 65% humidity in a 12-hour light/dark cycle) with free access to
standard rodent chow and filtered water. The offspring were main-
tained in the same conditions.

Prenatal poly(i:c) Challenge. Poly(i:c) 4 mg/ml stock solution
was prepared in sterile pyrogen-free 0.9% NaCl according to manu-
facturer instructions, diluted to a final 2-mg/ml sterile solution in the
same vehicle, and stored at 220 6 1°C until use.

For the prenatal poly(i:c) challenge, female rats were mated
according to a timed-mating breeding scheme (Pritchett-Corning et al.,
2009). On the morning of gestational day 15, pregnant damns (n = 6)
were given a single intravenous bolus injection of 4 mg/kg of poly(i:c)
via the lateral tail vein, and females were housed individually until
the birth of their offspring.

On postnatal day (PND) 1, pups were sexed, weighed, and culled to
eight pups per litter considering four females and four males (when
possible). Weaning occurred at PND21 when pups where housed (four
animals per cage) according to sex and litter as previously published
(Carreño et al., 2020).

Prepulse Inhibition of Acoustic Startle Reflex. Sensory gat-
ing deficits as reflected in impaired prepulse inhibition (PPI) consti-
tute one of the core features of schizophrenia. To confirm that the
neurodevelopmental model of schizophrenia described in the litera-
ture was adequately induced in our laboratory, SCZ-like deficit in the
adult offspring (PND75) was accessed by PPI of the startle response in
comparison with a naive rat’s offspring according to previously
published protocol (Carreño et al., 2020).

Briefly, acclimatization (5 minutes, background noise, 68 dB) in
the startle chamber (Insight) was followed by 10 initial startle
stimuli (120 dB). The test was started with different trial types in
random order: pulse alone (120 dB), background noise (68 dB), or
prepulse (PP 71, 77, or 85 dB) + pulse. A total of 10 presentations of
each trial type were given with an interstimulus interval random-
ized at 15 6 8 seconds. These results were used during model
development.

Surgical Procedure. Forty eight hours before plasma pharma-
cokinetic and brain microdialysis experiments, adult male and
female SCZ-like rats (PND75–85) were anesthetized (ketamine/
xilazine/acepromazine: 100 mg/kg, 10 mg/kg, 2 mg/kg, i.p.) and received
preemptive analgesia (ketoprofen, 5 mg/kg, s.c.) and local anesthesia
(5 mg/kg lidocaine, 2 mg/kg bupivacaine, s.c.). This pharmacological
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combination, preemptive analgesia, and addition of bupivacaine in local
anesthesia for the management of postsurgical pain resulted in re-
duction of weight loss and normal feeding behavior after surgery.

Using a stereotaxic apparatus (ASI instruments), a CMA-12
guide cannula was placed into the ventral hippocampus (A: 25.20
mm; L: +4.80 mm; V:24.50 mm relative to bregma; HIP groups) or
medium prefrontal cortex (A: +3.2 mm, L: +0.8 mm, V: 25.2 mm
relative to bregma; mPFC groups) (Paxinos and Watson, 2014). A
Silastic medical-grade tubing (Dow Corning) was inserted in the
right jugular vein and passed subcutaneously to the posterior
surface of the neck for total blood sampling. To avoid clotting, the
jugular vein catheter was filled with heparin solution (100 IU/ml
in phosphate buffer saline, pH 7.4 6 0.1). Animals recovered from
the surgery in individual polypropylene boxes with food andwater ad
libitum.

In Vivo Microdialysis Probe Recovery. QTP in vivo relative
recovery was determined by retrodialysis (RRRD) in HIP and mPFC.
After the surgery recovery period and 30 minutes before the start of
the experiments, male and female (n = 4/brain region/sex) SCZ-like
animals were placed in a CMA/120 system for freely moving animals,
and the guide cannula was carefully replaced with a CMA/12 micro-
dialysis probe (3mm, PAESmembrane, 20 kDa cutoff; CMA, Sweden).
The probe was perfused with QTP 300 ng/ml solution in ACF at a flow
rate of 2.0 ml/min for 1 hour for equilibration. Microdialysate samples
were collected each 30 minutes up to 120 minutes, and 35 ml was
injected directly into the liquid chromatography system for quantifi-
cation. In vivo RRRD was calculated as described previously (Araújo
et al., 2008).

Probe relative recovery in vivo did not differ between male and
female rats, and the mean value of 28.1% 6 5.3% and 31.1% 6
6.1% and for HIP and mPFC, respectively, was used to determine
real QTP free brain concentrations.

Quetiapine Plasma Pharmacokinetic and Unbound HIP
and mPFC Distribution. SCZ-like offspringwere randomly divided
into the following eight groups according to sex and treatment type:
FQHIP, male (n = 8), QLNCHIP, male (n = 7), FQHIP, female (n = 7),
QLNCHIP, female (n = 6), FQmPFC, male (n = 6), QLNCmPFC, male (n = 6),
FQmPFC, female (n = 6), and QLNCmPFC, female (n = 6). Naive offspring
were also divided into the following groups: FQnaive,male, mPFC (n = 6),
QLNCnaive,male, mPFC (n = 6), and FQnaive,female,HIP (n = 6).

To allow model building, QTP total plasma and unbound HIP
concentrations determined by microdialysis previously reported,
obtained from experiments in awake male naive groups that received
FQ (5 and 10mg/kg doses, i.v.) or QLNC (5 mg/kg, i.v.), were employed
(n = 6 to 7 animals/group) (Carreño et al., 2016a,b). Table 1 summa-
rizes all the pharmacokinetic groups from the present work and from
previously published data. Fig 1 summarizes the study desing used in
the present work

QTP total plasma pharmacokinetics and unbound brain concen-
trations, determined by microdialysis, were evaluated in awake
animals after a single intravenous bolus dose via lateral tail vein of
QTP solution (FQ groups, 10 mg/kg) or QLNC formulation (QLNC
groups, 5 mg/kg). It is worth noting that total plasma concentrations
have different meanings after FQ and QLNC; for the latter, they
represent the sum of the encapsulated drug plus the fractions unbound
and bound to proteins in plasma.

On the day of the experiment, animals were placed individually in
a CMA-120 system for freely moving animals, and the guide cannula
was replaced with a previously calibrated CMA/12 probe for micro-
dialysis sampling. The microdialysis system was stabilized for 1 hour
with perfusion of ACF solution at a flow rate of 2.0 ml/min. After animal
dosing, microdialysate samples were collected every 30 minutes for up
to 8 hours. A previously validated HPLC-UV method was used to
analyze microdialysate samples (35 ml) that were injected directly into
the system without any processing (Carreño et al., 2016b). More
information regarding model validation as well as precision and
accuracy of the microdialysis method is described in Supplemental
Material (Supplemental Fig. 1; Supplemental Tables 1 and 2).

Blood samples were collected through the jugular vein at scheduled
time points (0.083, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 hours after dosing).
Plasma obtained by centrifugation (1300g, 10minutes, at 46 2°C) was
stored at 280 6 1°C until analysis. A previously validated HPLC-UV
method was used for the quantification of QTP in plasma samples
(Carreño et al., 2016a).

Data Analysis

Data were analyzed based on the population analysis approach
using the software NONMEM (version 7.4; ICON Development
Solutions, Ellicott City, MD) with the first-order conditional estima-
tion method and INTERACTION. Values of concentration observed
were logarithmically transformed for the analysis. Data below the
quantification limit were reported and were not included in the data
set because they represented less than 5% of the total. Interindividual
variability (IIV) was modeled exponentially, and the nondiagonal
elements of the V variance–covariance matrix were evaluated for
significance. Residual variability was described with an additive error
model on the logarithmic scale.

Model building was performed sequentially. A model describing the
disposition of unbound and total quetiapine concentrations in plasma
and brain after single intravenous administration of FQ to naive and
SCZ-like animals was first developed. Then, the model was expanded,
integrating plasma and brain disposition data of quetiapine after
injection of QLNC to naive and SCZ-like rats.

Model Selection. Selection between different model candidates
was performed according to the following criteria: 1) changes in
the minimum value of the objective function approximately equal to

TABLE 1
Pharmacokinetic groups used during model development

Pharmacokinetic Group Formulation, Dose Number of Animals Sex Disease Status Reference

Total plasma and unbound hippocampus FQ, 5 mg/kg 5 Male Naïve Carreño et al., 2016b
FQ, 10 mg/kg 6 Male Naïve Carreño et al., 2016b

6 Female Naïve Present work
8 Male SCZ-like Present work
7 Female SCZ-like Present work

QLNC, 5 mg/kg 6 Male Naïve Carreño et al., 2016b
7 Male SCZ-like Present work
6 Female SCZ-like Present work

Unbound plasma FQ, 10 mg/kg 6 Male Naïve Carreño et al., 2016b
QLNC, 5 mg/kg 6 Male Naïve Carreño et al., 2016b

Total plasma and unbound mPFC FQ, 10 mg/kg 6 Male Naïve Present work
6 Male SCZ-like Present work
6 Female SCZ-like Present work

QLNC, 5 mg/kg 6 Male Naïve Present work
6 Male SCZ-like Present work
6 Female SCZ-like Present work
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22 � log(likelihood) (for nested models, the addition of a parameter
was considered statistically significant when value of the objective
was reduced by 3.84 or 6.64 points; P , 0.05 or P , 0.01, respectively
for one degree of freedom), 2) visual exploration of goodness-of-fit
plots, and 3) precision of model parameters reflected by the relative
S.E. (RSE), computed as the ratio between the S.E. and the parameter
estimate.

Model Evaluation. For each formulation and experimental group,
1000 simulated PK animal profiles were generated; then, for each
measurement time, the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles were calcu-
lated and displayed graphically together with the experimental data.
Parameter precision was further evaluated from the analysis of 500
bootstrap data sets.

Model-Based Exploration. Detailed comparison of the influence
of the chronic schizophrenia disease on the systemic and brain
exposures of quetiapine in both formulations was obtained via
deterministic simulations from the selected model. In addition, the
impact on the mentioned drug exposures of key parameters of the
models affecting the pass through the blood brain barrier and drug
release from the nanodevice will be explored using model-based
simulations as well.

Pharmacokinetic Models.
FQ formulation. Pharmacokinetics of unbound concentrations of

quetiapine in plasma (Cu,p) and in brain (Cu,B) were described using
compartmental models parameterized in apparent volumes of distri-
bution, distribution clearances, and total elimination clearance (CL).
Models considering one, two, and three compartments were tested for
both systemic and brain disposition of quetiapine. Total plasma drug
concentrations (CP) were described as Cu,P divided by the quetiapine
unbound fraction in plasma (fu).

Reversible transfer of unbound drug between central compartment
and brain through the BBB were described by the distribution
clearances CLin and CLout equal to kin � V1 and kout � Vu,Brain, where
Kin and Kout are the first-order rate constants of influx and efflux,

respectively. V1 is the apparent volume of distribution of the central
compartment. The value of Vu,Brain, the brain volume of distribution
for unbound QTP, used in the current analysis was 3.4 � 1024 l,
calculated based on our previous work (Carreño et al., 2016a) according
to the approach described by Tunblad et al. (2004).

QLNC formulation. It has been assumed that once quetiapine is
released from the LNC, the corresponding time courses of Cu,P, Cu,B,
and CP are described by the model developed for the FQ as explained
above. Therefore, data following LNC dosing provide support to
characterize the released kinetics in different tissues and distribution
characteristics of the nanocarrier.

During model building, the possibility that partition of quetiapine
within LNC is not homogenous was also evaluated. In particular, the
case in which fractions of the administered dose were assumed to be
located in the core (Fcore) or in the external layers (Fexternal) of the
nanocarrier are released into the central unbound QTP compartment
at first-order rates described by the constants KREL, Core and KREL, Ext,
respectively, and remaining dose fraction (FSurface), assumed to be
nonencapsulated, enters the systemic circulation directly as FQ.

Dispositions of QLNC were also characterized with compartmental
models as described above for the case of the FQ solution, assuming
that quetiapine could only be eliminated once it has been released
from the nanoparticle.

Unbound concentrations in the microdialysate samples were de-
scribed by the integral over each collection interval instead of a mid-
point approach (Tunblad et al., 2004), as will be mathematically
described in the next section. All models consisted of algebraically and
ordinary differential equations.

The presence of nonlinear concentration-dependent kinetics was
also investigated during the course of the analysis, and finally the
impact of the poly(i:c) exposure, weight, and gender in all model
parameters was investigated with stepwise covariate modeling, using
a forward inclusion (P , 0.05) followed by backward elimination
process (P , 0.01) (Wählby et al., 2002).

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the pharmacokinetic study design performed in the present work. (A) SCZ-like offspring were obtained from
pregnant dams (GD15) that received a 4mg/kg i.v. bolus dose of poly(i:c). (B) QLNC formulation was prepared according to that previously published. (C)
Total QTP plasma and unbound brain (hippocampal and mPFC) concentrations were determined after intravenous dosing of quetiapine solution (FQ) or
quetiapine loaded to lipid core nanocapsules (QLNC) to SCZ-like and naive rats.
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Softwares. The PsN (version 4.5.1) tool kit (Lindbom et al., 2005),
the R (version 3.5.1) program, and the Xpose 4 (version 4.4.1) program
(Jonsson and Karlsson, 1999) were used for automating and controlling
the runs, data visualization, and graphical analysis (goodness-of-fit
graphics, including predicted-corrected visual predictive check and
bootstrap analysis), respectively, as well as stepwise covariate model-
ing. The Pirana (version 2.9.8) program (Keizer et al., 2013) was used to
keep track of run records and results.

Results
Prepulse Inhibition of Acoustic Startle Reflex. The

mean PPI (%) across all prepulse stimuli used for naive and
SCZ-like animals agree with our previous study (Carreño
et al., 2020). Adult SCZ-like offspring exhibited significant
preattentional sensorimotor gating deficits (P , 0.01) man-
ifested as a reduction in PPI (Supplemental Fig. 1).
Population Pharmacokinetic Analysis. A total of 1158

observations (356 total plasma, 42 unbound plasma, and 760
brain microdialysate samples) from a total of 56 rats were
used for the analysis of the FQ formulation. With respect to
the QLNC formulation, data were obtained from 42 rats and
comprised 886 observations (296 total plasma, 72 unbound
plasma, and 518 brain microdialysate samples), including
data from previous studies.
FQ Formulation. A two-compartment model better de-

scribed Cu,P pharmacokinetics than a one-compartment model
(P, 0.01). Increasing the number of distribution compartments
did not improved the fit significantly (P . 0.05). The apparent
volumes of distributions of the two compartments were repre-
sented by V1,u and V2,u (peripheral) and the distribution and
elimination clearances by Qu and CLu, respectively
Reversible transfer of unbound quetiapine between cen-

tral compartment and brain through the BBB were charac-
terized by the distribution clearances CLD,in and CLD,out as
stated before in theMaterial andMethods section. Attempts
to describe that distribution process with equal values of
CLD,in and CLD,out resulted in a significantly worse fit
(P , 0.01).
Disposition of unbound quetiapine concentrations in

brain (Cu,B) was significantly better described with a two-
compartment model in comparison with a model with just
one compartment (P , 0.01). The cerebrospinal space was
considered as the peripheral compartment within brain,
with values of volume of distribution (VCSF) of 2.5 � 1024 l
(calculated as described for Vu,Brain) and bulk flow (QBulk) of
1.2 � 1025 l/h21. Figure 2A provides the schematic repre-
sentation of the PK model selected for quetiapine injected
through the FQ.
Pharmacokinetic Model after the Administration of

the LNC. Themodel, considering that quetiapine in the LNC
is located in the core, in the external layers, and part adsorbed
to the surface, where Fcore, Fnonencapsulated, and Fsurface repre-
sent the corresponding fractions of the administered dose,
performed significantly better (P , 0.001) than other options,
such as those differing just between core and surface or
assuming homogenous distribution.
Drug release from the core and external layers were best

described through first-order processes governed by the first-
order rate constants kcore and kexternal, respectively. The
amount of drug adsorbed to the surface entered the systemic
circulation directly as it was the case of FQ formulation.

Models describing the release process with zero-order kinetics
performed significantly worse (P , 0.001).
Data did not support distribution of the quetiapine embed-

ded in the external layers to brain and peripheral compart-
ments and irreversible elimination (P . 0.05), and therefore
its pharmacokinetics were fully characterized by Fexternal,
kexternal, and V1,nano, the apparent volume of distribution of
the quetiapine encapsulated in the central compartment.
With respect to the drug in the core of the nanocarrier, the

model could identify distribution from the central compart-
ment to the peripheral compartment and brain but not vice
versa; in fact, when bidirectional transfer between compart-
ments was tested, a worse description of the data were
obtained. Qnano represents the distribution clearance between
the central compartment and both the brain and peripheral
compartments, as the distinction between tissues in the
parameter were nonsignificant (P . 0.05).
Similarly, a unique parameter, kcore, tissue, suffices to de-

scribe the first-order rate of release of quetiapine from the core
of the nanocarrier into either the brain or peripheral compart-
ments. The apparent volume of distribution of the central
compartment of the nanocarriers incorporating quetiapine in
their core was also V1,nano. Data did not support an elimina-
tion process of quetiapine encapsulated (P . 0.05). In
addition, the two-compartment brain model found for Cu,B

was not supported for quetiapine in the core of the nano-
device (P . 0.05).
The schematic representation of the integrated model

capable to describe QTP plasma and brain concentration-
time profiles given either as FQ or LNC is shown in Fig. 2B.
The model represented mathematically by the set of
ordinary differentials below expands the model described
in Supplemental Material:

dAnano;core 

dt
  ¼ 2  

�
Qnano

V1;NANO
þ  

Qnano

V1;NANO
þKcore

�
×A1 (1)

dAu;p 

dt
  ¼   2  

�
CLu

V1
þ  

Qu

V1
þ  

CLin

V1
 

�
×A2 þ  

CLout

Vu;brain
  ×A6   þ  Kcore   ×A1

þ  Kexternal ×A3       

(2)

dAnano;external 

dt
  ¼ 2  Kexternal   ×A3      (3)

dAnano;p 

dt
  ¼   2  Kcore;tissue ×A4 þ  

Qnano

V1;NANO
  ×A1 (4)

dAnano;tissue 

dt
  ¼   2  

Qu

V2
×  A5 þ  Kcore;tissue ×A4 þ      

Qu

V1
  ×A2 (5)

dAu;B 

dt
  ¼ 2

�
CLD;out

Vu;Brain
þ  

Qbulk

Vu;Brain

�
×A6 þ CLD;in

V1
×A2 þ  Kcore;tissue ×A7

þQbulk

VCSF
×  A8 (6)

dAnano;B 

dt
  ¼   2  Kcore;tissue ×A7   þ      

Qnano

V1;NANO
×  A1   (7)

dACSF  

dt
  ¼   2  

Qbulk

VCSF
×  A8 þ  

Qbulk

Vu;brain
×A6: (8)

Au,p, Au,T, Au,B, and ACSF are unbound amounts of quetia-
pine in the central, peripheral, brain, and cerebrospinal
compartments, respectively; the amount of QTP loaded into
the nanocarrier in its central, peripheral, and brain
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compartments are represented by Anano,p, Anano, tissue, and
Anano,B, respectively.
The quetiapine encapsulated concentrations were calcu-

lated as (Anano, core + Anano,p)/V1,NANO.
Covariate Analysis. Parameters CLD,in and CLD,out were

significantly impacted by both Schizophrenia status and%PPI
(P , 0.001) as represented by eq. 11 below; however, neither
weight nor gender significantly influenced any of the model’s
parameters (P . 0.05):

CLD;in=out ¼
h
uCLDin=out SCZ � SCZþ uCLDin=out na€õve � ð12SCZÞ

i

� %PPI
%PPImd

  (11)

where SCZ takes values of 1 and 0 for SCZ-like and naive
animals, respectively; %PPImd is the median of the %PPI
values, and uCLDin/out_i and uCLDin/out_i represent the values for
CLD,in and CLD,out corresponding (i, either SCZ-like or naive)
to a value of %PPI equal to its median. Supplemental Figure 1

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the final model developed for quetiapine administered intravenously in FQ (A) and LNC (B) formulations. All
parameters and terms are defined in the text.
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shows the relationship between either CLD,in or CLD,out

versus %PPI.
Model Parameter Estimates and Model Evaluation.
Table 2 lists the estimates of the parameters of the final
model. Parameters were precisely estimated, and neither
were any of the %RSEs greater than 35% nor the lower limit
of the 95th confidence intervals calculated from the boot-
strap analysis lower or equal zero. Figure 3 shows the results
from the simulation-based diagnostics, in which for all
experimental conditions (unbound and total plasma concen-
trations, both formulations, and naive and SCZ-like ani-
mals), the median tendency as well as the dispersion of the
data were very well captured by the model. Individual
observations and model predictions versus time profiles
are shown in Supplemental Figs. 4–6. Goodness-of-fit plots
are presented in Supplementary Figs. 7 and 8 and did not
reveal model misspecifications.
The fractions of the dose of quetiapine located in the core,

adsorbed in the surface, and in the external layer of the
nanocarriers were 0.85, 7, and 8, the latter derived as
[12(Fcore + Fsurface)]. Remarkably, the first-order constant
accounting for the rate of drug release from the core (kcore) into
the systemic circulationwas estimatedmuch lower (4.7� 1024

hour21) with respect to 1) the same process occurring in
the peripheral compartment and in the brain (kcore, tissue =
0.261 hour21) and 2) the release from the external layer
(kexternal = 0.0836 hour21).
Distribution clearances of unbound quetiapine and LNC

corresponding to brain distribution were of the same order of
magnitude and greater for LNC. Chronic schizophrenia reduced
aCLD,in andCLD,out by 58% and 24%, respectively. The estimates
of CLD,in and CLD,out were quite similar in SCZ-like animals,
whereas in naive rats, CLD,in was twice the estimate of CLD,out.
Apparent volumes of distribution of unbound quetiapine are
higher than the volume of physiologic water. On the other hand,
the apparent volume of distribution of the central compartment of
quetiapine in the nanocarrier was slighted lower than the volume
of physiologic water. Finally, the estimate of fu was 0.24.

Data supported the estimation of IIV in CL and in the
parameters governing the bidirectional transport across BBB
of unbound QTP. The magnitudes of IIV ranged from 17% to
67%. The estimate in vivo fu was 0.24.
Model Exploration and External Validation. Figure 4

shows the typical simulated concentration versus time profiles
in plasmaand inbrain for both formulations studied in both type
of animals, naive and SCZ-like. Simulation results indicate that
LNC formulation increased quetiapine exposure in plasma in
both groups of animals in comparison with the FQ solution. On
the other hand, unbound brain concentrations after adminis-
tration of FQ were half in SCZ-like animals compared with the
naive group. Those differences were overcome when the LNC
was given, as the typical simulated profiles show similar
unbound concentrations in both groups.
The model developed for the FQ formulation was externally

validated with a set of total plasma and unbound brain
concentrations of quetiapine obtained from naive (n = 6
animals) animals receiving a single FQ 5 mg/kg i.v. dose and
30 minutes after, a 30 mg/kg i.v. dose of probenecid, an influx
inhibitor (Carreño et al., 2016b). Typical parameter estimates
listed in Supplemental Table 1 were remarkably similar to
those listed in Table 1, with the exception of CLD,in, which was
reduced from 0.045 (Table 2) to 0.028 l/h per kilogram; this is
an expected result given the known effect of probenecid as an
interacting drug and supporting the mechanistic interpreta-
tion of the parameters used to describe distribution of
quetiapine in brain. Supplemental Figures 9 and 10 provide
the individual observations and model predictions for total
plasma and unbound brain concentrations of quetiapine as
well as goodness-of-fit plots, respectively.

Discussion
Pathologic changes in BBBare recognized as a central factor

for the development of several neurologic disorders (Lindqvist
et al., 2013). Moreover, the high variability in chronic SCZ

TABLE 2
Pharmacokinetic parameters estimate of the selected integrated model for quetiapine
Residual variability for FQ model was 0.396 (7), 0.224 (8), and 0.124 (6) for total plasma, unbound plasma, and unbound brain, respectively; epsilon shrinkage (%) was 12.67.
Residual variability for QLNC model was 0.486 (6), 0.279 (28), and 0.232 (9) for total plasma, unbound plasma, and unbound brain, respectively; epsilon shrinkage (%) was
18.23. All parameters and terms are defined in the text.

Parameters Estimate
(% RSE)

Median Bootstrap (5th–95th
Percentile) IIV (% RSE) Median Bootstrap IIV (5th–95th

Percentile) Shrinkage (%)

CLu (l/h per kilogram) 1.86 (16) 1.79 (1.56–1.92) 22.9 (2) (24.18–32.3) 6.10
V1,u (l/kg) 1.31 (8) 1.32 (1.21–1.34) — — —

V2,u (l/kg) 1.73 (20) 1.76 (1.17–1.85) — — —
Qu (l/h per kilogram) 1.08 (34) 1.06 (0.86–1.18) — — —

fu (%) 24.2 (12) 23.9 (21.78–25.8) — — —
CLD,in_naïve (l/h per kilogram) 0.045 (10) 0.043 (0.031–0.049) 16.7 (12) 19.35 (15.45–22.3) 17.3
CLD,out_naïve (l/h per

kilogram)
0.023 (14) 0.021 (0.018–0.027) 26.4 (23) 24.3 (20.35–30.3) 21.3

CLD,in_SCZ (l/h per kilogram) 0.019 (16) 0.016 (0.011–0.022) 55.6 (17) 50.3 (45.29–65.4) 15.8
CLD,out_SCZ (l/h per kilogram) 0.017 (7) 0.014 (0.09–0.018) 66.7 (21) (60.32–76.1) 32.4
V1,nano (l/kg) 0.77 (13) 0.74 (0.63–0.84) — — —
kexternal (h

21) 0.261 (14) 0.231 (0.171–0.241) — — —
kcore (�1024 h21) 4.7 (25) 4.2 (2.5–5.7) — — —

kcore, tissue (h
21) 0.0836 (35) 0.0791 (0.0461–0.0861) — — —

Qnano (l/h per kilogram) 0.067 (11) 0.061 (0.043–0.071) — — —

Fcore (%) 85 (11) 84 (75–86) — — —
Fsurface (%) 7 (36) 5 (3–8) — — —
Fexternal (%) 8a 7 (5–9) — — —

IIV, interindividual variability expressed as CV(%) calculated as v � 100, where v, is the S.D. of the variance of the random effect.
aParameter derived as [12(Fcore + Fsurface)].
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response to treatment has been associated in part with BBB
dysfunction. Limited drug delivery to CNS in schizophrenic
patients has been suggested as a potential factor responsible of
resistance to treatment observed in 30% of patients (Kennedy
et al., 2014). Another intriguing finding reported in literature is
the gender effects on brain drug penetration found in patients
with chronic SCZ (Han et al., 2012). This work aimed to
characterize, using a population pharmacokinetic modeling
approach, QTP distribution through BBB of SCZ-like animals
following administration of the drug nanoencapsulated in LNC,
helping to elucidate the role of the delivery system in this disease
scenario. From the pharmacokinetics perspective, the experi-
mental framework was set up to allow the detection of possible
factors causing treatment failure in individuals with SCZ.
No differences were found in any pharmacokinetic param-

eters for both formulations when data from male and female
naive or SCZ-like animals were compared within the same
formulation group. This result indicates that sex does not
influence QTP plasma pharmacokinetics and brain penetra-
tion, even in the altered BBB condition investigated.
A significant reduction of the extent of QTP unbound brain

distribution was observed in SCZ-like animals dosed with FQ

when compared with naive offspring. Assuming CLD,in/CLD,out

ratio as a measure of tissue penetration, the naive animals’
ratio of 1.96, indicative of QTP influx to the brain, is reduced to
1.11 in SCZ-like animals, a decrease of about 43%. The prenatal
insult triggered by poly(i:c) impaired brain development of
offspring, leading to a long-termalteration inBBBpermeability
of SCZ-like adult animals,mimickingwhathappens inhumans,
according to the neurodevelopmental hypothesis of SCZ.
The semimechanistic PK final model allowed for an un-

derstanding of the mechanisms underlying this reduced brain
penetration, showing that SCZ-like animals present alter-
ations in the influx transport across BBB represented by
a reduction in the CLD,in (from 0.045 to 0.019 l/h per kilogram)
when compared with the naive animals. Furthermore, using
the PPI test, it was possible to demonstrate, for the first time,
that the greater the preattentional sensorimotor gating deficit
manifested as a reduction in PPI, themore compromised is the
influx transport across BBB. Therefore, this result indicates
that the cerebral penetration of antipsychotics such as QTP,
which is an influx transport substrate, is decreased in SCZ and
may contribute to the resistance observed with pharmacolog-
ical treatment.

Fig. 3. Visual predictive checks of the final population PK model for (A) FQ and (B) QLNC formulations stratified by different experimental conditions.
Panels show the result of 1000 simulations. Observations (dots and squares), median of the observations (thick solid lines), and dashed lines correspond
to the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles of the simulated profiles.
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To corroborate our hypothesis, themodel was also applied to
a different set of data obtained from naive animals (Carreño
et al., 2016b) that receive QTP in association with the influx
transporter inhibitor probenecid. During the analysis of these
additional data, a reduction in CLD,in (Supplemental Table 1)
of a magnitude very similar to that observed when comparing
naive and SCZ-like animals (Table 1) was obtained, indicating
that any alteration on influx transporter at BBB level will
have a significant impact on QTP brain exposure.
Another hypothesis to explain this reduction in brain

penetration of QTP in SCZ-like animals might be related to
alteration of the efflux transport P-glycoprotein (P-gp) in the
BBB. The affinity of some atypical antipsychotic drugs such as
quetiapine, risperidone, olanzapine, and clozapine in vitro by
P-gp was examined by their P-gp ATPase activity, a putative
measure of P-gp activity. Quetiapine and risperidone were
found to be relatively good P-gp substrates, whereas olanza-
pine showed intermediate affinity and clozapine showed the
least affinity of the drugs studied (Boulton et al., 2002).
According to the neurodevelopmental hypothesis of SCZ,

exposure to inflammatory mediators in early life plays a role in
SCZ and might influence P-gp expression or function, nega-
tively influencing brain’s permeability(Müller et al., 2015).
In humans, the P-gp activity was studied in vivo by positron-

emission tomography with [11C] verapamil, a P-gp substrate,

in patients with chronic SCZ patients (de Klerk et al., 2010).
The authors found a significant decrease of [11C] verapamil
that correlates with an increased activity of the P-gp pump.
Whether that is the case for the SCZ-like animals used in the
present work remains to be investigated.
Our experimental setting demonstrated that QTP loaded

into LNC modified drug delivery to the brain in naive and
SCZ-like animals. Normally, the study of drug release kinetics
from nanoparticles is carried out using in vitro data aiming to
find a general model capable of describing a multimechanistic
release. In the present study, using themodel-based approach,
we were able to describe the in vivo release kinetics of QTP
from the QLNC in plasma and support a mechanism of
nanocarrier distribution and drug release into the brain and
other tissues.
QLNC shows drug-sustained release from the core to

plasma, which is represented by the Kcore, and it is capable
of maintaining the drug longer in the systemic circulation.
However, the distribution clearance of the nanoparticle
(Qnano) is faster than the release in plasma and governs
the process of QTP distribution to tissues. A previous study
using intravital microscopy demonstrated that LNCs act as
drug shuttles through the BBB, delivering drugs on brain
tissue with high efficiency after intravenous administration
(Rodrigues et al., 2016).
The model-based approach described here provides an

understanding on why, in naive animals, the rate of QTP
distribution through the BBB when the drug is given as FQ is
similar to that obtained when the drug is given as QLNC
(CLD,in,naive: 0.045 l/h per kilogram and Qnano 0.067 l/h per
kilogram). When the BBB is unaltered, the rate of nanocarrier
brain penetration (Qnano) governs QTP distribution and is like
that observed for the unboundQTP brain penetration (CLD,in).
When SCZ-like animals are administered QLNC, part of the

drug will be released in the blood (∼15%), but the bigger
amount will be carried across the BBB by the nanocarriers,
avoiding the interaction with membrane transporters. Once
again, the nanocarrier governs QTP brain penetration with
the same rate previously observed (Qnano 0.067 l/h per
kilogram). However, this rate is now higher than that
observed for the unbound QTP brain penetration, which is
reduced (CLD,in,SCZ 0.019 l/h per kilogram) in SCZ-like
animals, resulting in an increase in brain penetration.
Comparing the increased brain exposure observed in SCZ-
like animals when QLNCwas administered, it is possible to
note that the nanocarriers returned QTP concentration
levels to those observed in naive animals.
The nanocarrier used in the present work is composed

of a lipid-dispersed core (medium chain triglycerides and
sorbitan monostearate) enveloped by a polymeric wall
[poly(«-caprolactone)], leading to a drug release kinetic
dependent on both the core viscosity (in vivo represented by
Fcore and Kcore) and the polymeric wall (in vivo represented
by Fsurface and Kexternal). Drug release rate from this nano-
particle decreases according to the increase in the polymer
concentration (Cruz et al., 2006) or depending on medium
chain triglycerides and/or sorbitan monostearate concentra-
tions. An increase in sorbitan monoestearate concentration,
for instance, might cause a resistance to drug diffusion from
the core of the LNC (Jäger et al., 2009).
The improvement in QTP delivery to the brain observed with

QLNC sheds light on the pharmacokinetic component of

Fig. 4. Simulated time course of FQ and QLNC in plasma and brain of
naive and SCZ-like rats. (A) QTP total plasma concentration-time profiles
obtained after simulated intravenous bolus dosing of 5 mg/kg FQ or LNC.
(B) QTP unbound brain concentration-time profiles obtained after
simulated intravenous bolus dosing of 5 mg/kg FQ or LNC.
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the antipsychotic treatment resistance, opening the possibility
for use of nanocarriers to improve SCZ treatment limited
response rates.
The innovative strategy described in the present work,

combining experimental microdialysis and population phar-
macokinetic (popPK) modeling, applied to the investigation of
nanocarrier brain penetration in SCZ-like animals provided
an understanding of the drug delivery mechanism from the
nanostructure in vivo and an opportunity to build a tool that
can be used to simulate distinct outcomes aiding in the
development of nanocarriers with tailored delivery rates.
A semimechanistic model of total and unbound plasma and

unbound brain concentrations allowed for the determination
of the rate and extent of QTP brain distribution following FQ
and QLNC dosing to naive and SCZ-like rats. The develop model
is useful for better understanding the potential of lipid core
nanocapsules for drug delivery to the brain, opening the oppor-
tunity of using this approach to design nanoformulation for
improving SCZ-treatment limited response rates.
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